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TRACK 1: FIFTH HORSEMAN 
 
 
They never wanna mention the fifth horseman / Strict caution when they discussing / cos 
apocalypse coming in a minute and the world ain't mine but they know I get a big portion / I 
been knocking and it's time for me to act with force / Imma kick doors in / Making everybody 
who thought I would never make it get a change of heart, kinda like they switched organs / 
Was a bit nauseous / Now I'm sicker than a bed ridden nigger who be dead within minutes / 
and the formula for the cure pen written / in a complex encryption / went missing / before 
man's existence / 2012 AD and they got me on a bench sitting / Others players hate it that the 
Ref whistling / When the coach say it's time to put the next kid in / Rookie warmed up bout to 
get in the game / Take a walk down memory lane / when I wrote like every day / 
Been a Cool headed dude with a hell of a brain / that got better with age / If my melanin 
level is raised / I'll still be the brightest yet / Now my eyes are set / on the goal / Many of you 
guys don't expect me to blow / even with live wires set to explode / Wanna know what made 
me this mad? / Y'all wanna know how it came to this? / Every time I tried to prove myself, I 
was robbed / you dumb suckaz ain't been awake. You missed that / My future ain't never 
gonna change to pitch black / Me against the world, they afraid of a mismatch / Saying that I 
ain't the truth when I spit, you are lying / and I ain't tryna say you a big cat / 
Maybe I was chosen/ Maybe I was thrown in by force / Never had the ball thrown in my court 
/ gotta hurry if I'm gon' win, Life's short / Chasing the damn clock / Accelerating, I can't stop / 
Too fast, still picking up pace, so you can't watch / I was born into the greatest, most ancient, 
most powerful race of the rap gods/ 
 
 
 

TRACK 2: THE ARROGANCE 
 
 (Ray-X) 
I do hope y'all really ready / I pack heat I 2 pac heat- Macaveli /Rhymes eliminate- illuminate- 
ill bliss /Getting the fake ones confused that's what it is / I might have been gone but still I do it 
big /My warri goons pull out they guns n do it big / N leave u dead on tha floor if u claim u 2 
pac- level /u messing with a b-side devil /Bros chill bros chill nor dey form level /These boys 
here yawa dem nor dey fit settle /This where d super-lyrical you been looking for at and 
radically re-expanding my hustle where I be at /U gon' dodge my word play like gunplay or 
react to that? / It's useless, like a runway model who be getting fat /The fact of d matter is u 
Torres no matter your skill u don't score /If rap was a game then what we playing for? / I win 
every time your girl thinks you a bore! /Merciless machinery cutting down any foolery 
/Dismember your members, December to January /this something like an obituary /I'm 
something like a merciless midnight burglary/  



 
(Boogey): 
Put my foot upside the head of Einstein as I kick knowledge/ I'm Chris Wallace /stuck in this 
body of mixed colours /Your chick calling /for dick prolly /She'll sit on it /She always on top of 
the situation / but this one is a big problem/ Shove the king from his high horse /and tell him, 
your kingdom is mine, boss /Clip your wings if you try soaring /into the sky, thinking you flying 
north /Tryna flee from the sting of a white scorpion /You Blink and you die /I'm quicker than a 
mixture of Quickdraw Mcgraw and Sonic /I wish y'all would call it frontin' /Last warning /I'm 
transforming /dodging silver bullets /Hotter than chilli but I'm chilly cos I'm still the coolest /Get 
it? /As for estimating me, they always under that /Anybody tryna take my light, I make the 
thunder clap /They wanna see me fall /these niggas are lumberjacks /then I finish 'em off with 
a couple combo raps /E-Honda smack /Hundred slaps /Now you on your back /That Pee on 
your pants, or should I ask John the Baptist? /Was running outta time so I spun it backwards 
/till I broke its hands /I was like I'm sorry that hurts /Eliminate your Senseis /My kung fu's way 
strong /Tiger stance /Bam! Bam! 1,2 /they gone. 
 
 

TRACK 3: I KILLED 'EM (RIGOR MORTIS) 
 
Fellowship of the rings and they asking for who the lord is / Vigo Mortensen / leaving 'em in the 
morgue in rigor mortis / with a gorgeous smile /Fighting Goliath, such an enormous size /I kill 
him with secret weapons hidden in my recorded files /Parts disorganised / and every organ 
iced /Left in the corner before the coroner arrives /You never seen a sorer sight /Brought a 
Brontosaurus to a Tyrannosaurus fight? / You gangsters stuck in tweet jail for starting a war on 
Skype?/ Bunch of thugs on the internet / lacking the intellect / but they need it to be the 
leaders /I need 'em to be deleted / from rapping entirely /Just pack and retire, B /I attack em 
with fire /You see the ash in the sky / and they be the last of a dying breed /I'm blasting 'em 
high as weed /Kush for the celebration / of youth and its elevation /I'm pushing the 
generation /and boosting the energy /if you hearing me / /you feeling terribly / for the 
rappers imma kill and you probably gonna shed a tear and grieve /I'm Achilles and Hercules 
sipping the blood of Heracles /Hearing these / cries for help /Where's your league / you 
Michael Phelps /Nigga like yourself / wishing you had a couple Tyson belts /Know I'm the 
harder Mike /I done murdered a lotta mics / I'm Megamind wishing my head was made in a 
larger size /Skull is leaking / with all i'm speaking / /so they call a priest / to haul the demons / 
from my head to my dick, hoping that they dissolve in semen /I'm Paul before Damascus 
/That's Saul to all the rappers /If the priest fails, imma advice you all to call a pastor /But F you 
and F your religious extremism / and your mentality closed as your reasoning left in prison /I'm 
open minded and searching for answers I have to find /You passing time / killing hip hop 
then I've got an axe to grind / 
***hip hop, they killing it*** 
Leave you stiff as a statue /I know you wish i don't catch you /I'm fucking swift ,imma pass you 
/Attack you / /for sleeping on me /A bunch of niggas in castles /Tasty dish imma have you for 
lunch /if you slow rappers is any quicker, you fast food /Cannibal lectures from Hannibal Lecter 
/I remove your limbs from them hinges and sockets, a mechanical expert /Bought the talent 
with gold I stole from a leprechaun /Mama told me give it back /I hope you know that I kept 



it, mom /I'm a Decepticon / blowing up before they detect the bomb /I detonate a second 
one / the minute the detective comes / 
***Brain I killed em*** 
I'm Jason without the mask /I'm taking 'em out ,they're trash /I'm dangerous to the people /my 
place is in Alcatraz /I'm an alien saucer from space that's about to crash /I'm the stack of hay 
you set ablaze in a house of wax /Verses leaving your favourite rapper stuck in  rigor mortis / 
but listeners don't listen /they only fucking with the chorus /Boogey be rapping like he wrote 
his stuff with a thesaurus /They spitting with autotune so they suck at their performance /All 
those dudes rapping / with that auto tune wacker / than that nollywood actor's / recorded 
tune smash hit /Smash it to pieces on the set of a Van Vicker film /No dissing but the art of 
music demands sicker skill /Do this around the clock and the second hand ticking till / I'm 
dead and gone / Eliminating the wannabes when all is said and done /Anybody who be 
coming to battle a monster with a Beretta gun / better know that I'm atomic and ticking to 
blow so they better run /Chasing 'em into a place / if it's darker than space /I'm erasing the 
trace / of a nigga disgracing the rap / on a track / if he wacker than all of em actors / who 
rapping the crap / out the shit that we practice /I'm laughing my ass off /Attacking the last of 
the living and getting my nasa on /I'm blasting off /    ***Cut*** 
 
 

TRACK 4: AS WE BEGIN 
 
 (Griot): 
I pen them down, in details, the thoughts of my dome / I'm painting pictures of life from the 
city of bronze / Great  city, lived elites, since d days of the old / U must have heard of Ogisos, 
the stories of Obas / Now its Griot, trying to get known, being a rapper / I do this for BENGAZI 
and my people stuck in Libya / About to cross the seas, I pray to God, to guide ya / I was 
honing my skills, when you was trying to get away / My candles were always lit, reading to get 
a degree / I did mix with different colours, but I did not blend in / It's always hard to leave, if u 
ever get in / I've got a mind of my own, so I'm taking a lead / And since I took out 
instrumentals to air out my stress, / Many are asking for more materials to tailor my success/ 
 
 (Boogey): 
On your mark set / Ready to go, I'm starting with large steps / Mind set : I'll get / farther than 
'em cars get / Scarred flesh / telling stories of my past travels / to the future cos when you 
ahead they back stab you / Easily imprison me / Swallow the keys and leave / On my knees I 
plead / Let me go or else imma release a beast / and you be deceased / by the monster that 
you created / I don't recognise myself: I can't believe that Boogey's David / What the fuck 
have you been taking? Interrogating myself / Man I've taken… too long stuck in here, I'm 
waiting for help / On the outside is fame, the fairest maidens and wealth / Father save me!/ Do 
heavenly parents break into cells? As I begin a run for it / I become Forest Gump or / another 
Gebrselassie/ You get the picture if know something about races and athletes / Got me Lacing 
my black sneaks / All em haters come at me / as I begin  
 
 (Mo'Fame): 



Let the story begin the boy is moving on / to the friends and haters who don't wanna see me 
on / I'm feeling like Pac and yet it's my genesis / the new revelation my past is your nemesis / 
that's real talk cos I'm here to stay / I'm sorry if I broke your heart that's how its gon' stay / I 
keep telling God to give me what I wish for / but it won't come if I only wish for it / so I took the 
bold step and I hustle hard / now I'm on top, knock me down, that's hard / and yeah I know 
first cut for sure is the deepest / so I prefer to be poor and later be the richest / if you my 
homie u should know how to watch my back / cos I do the same for u through the light and 
dark / so hold my hand let's be on this journey together / me quitting the hustle, that's for 
never 
 
 
 

TRACK 5: JUDGE ME 
 
I should introduce myself These suckers claim they know me/ so much they explain my story/ 
I'm boogey the brain so blow me/ aka the homie/ they say is similar to shady with the tiny 
voice and flow is almost d same as Cory? / Wannabes jea… wait a second, I'm having lunch 
as I'm writing this/ Gimme a moment while I wipe off this stain of ogi / Wannabes jealous when 
the people praise and flatter you/ They Jump on twitter thinking of witty ways to slander you/ 
Half of 'em tried rap and they failed/ Bloggers probably never replied half of their mails/ 
They're frustrated/ Fuck haters/ I tell 'em I must make it/ I Got on that bus, made the trip to 
Lagos just to spit for paper/ Abj's Flymusic kept me on the ground, it seems/ that I have made 
some slightly major steps beyond their wildest dreams/ And Giant Beats Studios, I still hold a 
grudge/ Nigga made promises but broke 'em all/ when his phone would buzz/ Picture me 
redialling every time the tone goes off /and put that photo up/ as the cover of my next single/ 
or use another showing I covered major trek distance/ so these stupid wannabe critics can 
get the picture/ 
 
The people way know me can testify. I'm the one you wanting on your team and on your side 
What woulda happened if my mama didn't raise me better?/ I would hit the streets and raise 
Berettas /just to raise some cheddar/ What woulda happened if my family was balling rich/ 
and didn't lose all of it?/ Papa would be playing politics /I woulda drowned in that money /I 
woulda squandered it/ but being close to poverty pushed me to get the scholarship/ I 
studied and I got that shit/ My intelligence attracts a bunch of chicks/ The rest is the 
anaconda dick/ It don't matter if you come hard, Boogey / You still wanna be a rapper then 
u gon' starve, Boogey/ Fair weather friends and the other ones are groupies/ Price to pay for 
spitting shit deeper than porn star pussy/ I entered IJ a year after 95/ Many years later was Uni 
finished in 2009/A parent usually would say "every male child of mine/ gotta graduate, get a 
9 to 5/and find a wife" /but mine were different/ They knew I was different/ so winning awards 
is a gift that I gotta give to them/ 1% of my story now you know something about him/ Sorry, I 
gotta save some for the album/ 
 
 

TRACK 6: I'M WACK 
 



Hello everyone my name is David and I'm a wack / (Crowd: Hiiii David) 
 
Oh shit! Sometimes I sit and wish I could rap/ Wish I didn't spit from my soul and project my 
thoughts as precise as missile attacks/ My lyrics are crap/ Wish I could spit about swag /or 
some random shit about bags of money/ or how I'm the shit so maggots love me/ Comedy 
rap, I ain't half as funny /as Basket Mouth /when he rapping loud/ to a massive crowd who 
be cracking up, laughing their asses out/ They say: Dude face it,you too basic/ You gotta go 
sip some acid now/ pH down/ Shout out to Pryse holding PH down/ That was random, tryna 
practice wordplay or was it letter play?/ so never say/ I didn't try to be dope/ I'm trying so 
hard to spit lines you can quote/ I never smoke weed/ no need/ I can just get high from d 
smoke/ coming out the generator/ while I try not to choke/***Coughs***(Add fuel, Add 
fuel)”So creative/ Wow, that's hard”/ Oh behave /I was out of bars/ so I made it look all so 
planned and deliberate/ What you think fool? That your fans are illiterates? I'm just tryna blow 
/ make some dough/ understand, be considerate /Just tryna be the best emcee /With no MSc 
/But them no send me/ (use FedEx please) /Well, let's see /Think numbers whenever you select 
beats/ (Uuuh 5 and 6, 10) / 
Chorus: 
 
It's a diss track when a name is mentioned. And so they say it's wack, I'm looking for attention/ 
I'm wack (x3) 
I hate that I'm a wack rapper 
I don't speak pidgin, I ain't commercial enough, They can't hear all I'm saying and so I 
probably suck 
I'm wack (x3) I hate that I'm a wack rapper 
 
It's a ball game and they faking passes / If I call names then I'm taking jabs/ Hol' up! Wait in 
traffic/Too many colours up in here (You Racist bastard)/I gotta make top ten, really man/ And 
that's why I went and got dem skinny pants/ Get a chick that's hot named Vivian/ Put her in a 
video that costs ten million/ Truth is a new vid/ will get a few hits/ but will never get more views 
than your nude pic/ Press mute on the music / so they only talk about how the chick's booty 
is too thick/ (You sound like Canibus n Whoopi had a baby)Funny guy /I had a comeback/ 
Forgot it when I had my head deep between your mummy's thighs/(Oh he's talking about me/ 
let me go and tweet an obviously overcompensating attempt at sarcastic comedy and make 
him look lame in the public eye/ Ask my friends/ I'm good at this shit/ I get blocked on twitter 
like all the time/ They can't fuck with I/I just tweeted about him/ Keep the RTs coming 
guys)/***Crickets*** Back to the subject/ Your best rappers don't rap and you love it/ You be 
dissing an acting so thuggish/ Come around here, get slapped with a sponge, bitch/ 
 
 

TRACK 7: YOU & YOU 
 
All the ladies get in line/ They say you never forget your 1st time/ but for the very 1st time, I'm 
forgetting mine/ (Aw shit)So many times, met a dime/ Who was destined to be added to my 
ex-list/ Sex with Her/ exit/ Now figure out who the next is/ (Move move)No gold diggers/ Don't 
want my pockets getting anorexic/ I know a chick with an ass like a whole planet/ Saying 



don't grab it/ Oh damn it! It's an old habit/(Oops)I know a chick who really sexy in a bikini/ 
Now u see the top/ Now u don't/ I'm boogey Houdini/(Phew)I know a chick with a rack like 
Saddam/ I'm playing breast feeding baby, she could act like the mom(haha)The 
consequences of being a flirt haunt me/ Hurts, taunts me/ That all of the skirts want me/ (Come 
get some)I'm just kidding, I love it when u touch it and rub it/ But I ain't giving u no ring unless 
u a hobbit/ 
 
 
I told Santa what I wanted the moment I saw you/ And he said u can have 'em all/ the 
women are for you/(Thank you)So now I'm taking off the gift wrap /Lift that skirt/ let me hit that/ 
Kit kat / Now my thick cap's where your lips at/ Oops this is radio/ Wait, I didn't curse / I was just 
implying fellatio /(Oh)Wait, I know a girl who's terrified of my ding dong (aaaaah) Eyes wide 
open, mouth open like that thing's long/ But nothing's wrong/(Uh)We cud work it out/ Going in 
Jerking out/ I ain't gon hurt you now/(C'mon)So bring a couple of your besties/ Could be 
lesbies/ And let me decide which one of em got the best Ds/ I'm just playing/ it ain't all about 
the size/ But where beauty lies/ Yeah I'm talking all about the eyes/(Yeah)Some of the women 
chase me like handing over batons/ On to the next one/ Done with the ex one /I'm gone/ 
(Zoom!) 
 
 

TRACK 8: LISTEN 
 
I speak the verses like a preacher with a bible/ and Hip hop a religion/ I'm a teacher and 
disciple/ Life over here is harder than just breathing for survival/ and the youth aint getting 
jobs so they reaching for the rifles/ I believe in God that's the reason that my idols/ ain't being 
worshiped but got me believing I could try to /be an example of success even against the 
odds /Give back to community, same as saying thanks to God /I'm not a man. I'm the truth. I'm 
personified /Been through a lotta shit but I look to the sunny side/ twenty-five/ tryna climb up 
the fucking ladder/ telling em i got the gift of spitting but it doesn't matter/ Because they 
never (Listen) 
 
 
I'm the voice of the young, black, calvary /fighting to open eyes of the ones that cannot see 
/it's an era of conflict and bomb blast casualties/ Give em' the sound of music like Von Trapp 
family /Major skills but majority will never (listen)/I'm bringing back the classic getting niggas 
reminiscent/ The kids emulating what they see on television/ and nobody missing reality even 
when it's missing/ The youth runaway from truth to Convenience/ Industry is tryna give my 
booth to comedians/ Can be anything if introduced to the media/ Actors rapping but the 
fame is used as a medium/ good luck, break a leg like u get disabled/ The movie industry 
turning into a record label/ Imma educate you/ with rhythm and save your neck if you 
thinking that hanging 'em pretty headphones on your neck will save you/ Get your hustle on 
but don't you be expecting favours/ They might not let you eat even if you set the table/ You 
have to go/ grab a hoe/ axe and bow/ get your food if they won't help you get it, gotta act 
alone 
 



 
TRACK 10: M2E 

 
I'm possessed but what's the worst that could happen?/ Get slapped in the face and that's 
the word to the pastor/ Get strapped in the basement with the vermin I capture/ as meals/ Let 
me out, my stomach hurting you bastard/ I been burping and passing/ gas on purpose/ I'm 
scratching/ my way out, screaming I'm not the person u after/ Mixed moods, curses and 
laughter/ in verses I'm rapping/ Genesis verses and chapters/ versus the rapture/ Quiet time 
for the alpha and omega's blessings/ Don't need to shout or dance salsa in my prayer 
sessions/ The loudness of my deafening silence/ is now left in his infinite guidance/ Punish the 
wicked/ I'm ready now/ let's bring death to the tyrants/ The shackles ain't out yet/ They just 
kept em inside us/ Minds in fortresses/ of lies and false lessons /Smart niggas blind to the 
truth/ Einsteins with four senses/ And I can't sleep, cos when I try, I'm tormented/ by screams 
of victims of bombs that killed/ their dreams/ Saw pictures of moms and kids/ laying lifeless/ 
and slayed with knives/ Bad men sell their souls and force the innocent to pay the price/ Fuck 
em and their affiliates/ No way to say it nice/ Getting butchered as they prayed and cried/ 
We live in dangerous times/ You either get hit by a stray/ on your way from nine/ to five/ or lay 
your pipe/ raw, get aids and die/ in shame and spite/ Muslim brother tells you the word of 
Prophet Mohammed is a way of life/ Christian brother says the only way to be saved is Christ/ 
Man! That's the confusion that we live in/We took the word of God and confused it with 
religion/ Promises of a better life/ easy to say/ but politicians all about the throne kinda like 
yeezy and jay/ People afraid/ of speaking or seeking the truth, weaker than slaves/ bleeding 
in chains/ Masses all get on their knees and they pray/ Shit never seeming to change/ The 
reason is they/ be patiently waiting for some miracle to happen/ Like Virgin Mary appeared in 
the mirror in my bathroom? Faith very misconstrued/ If I offended anybody, I can't wait to get 
a diss from you /cos nowadays it's the easiest way they say your name/ Fuck being dope, you 
a couple twitter fights away from fame/ Deceit sweet but truth is pure and bitter as shit /That's 
real medication we can cure our ignorance with/ Critics saying you Nigerian/ Y u no do no 
pidgin flow? Wait a second man/ I know you understand English though/ If u don't/ 
/go get a refund of your tuition doe/ How could knowledge and education be so distant? I 
know you smart so you talk a lot but you don't listen/ They gon' listen/ to a man with his tone 
lifted/ Just cos he's a known bishop/ don't mean God has chosen him/ 
 
 

TRACK 11: THE POWER 
 
This was originally meant to be a mass warning/ to homies who claiming amazing, only rap 
corny/ Best player sitting on the bench, a nigga ass warming/ Take 'em out the game 
strapped to a backboard and/ imma ball to the death/ Alley oop coming off a backboard 
in/ side of a black coffin/ I'm that awesome/ Never mess with these abilities of mine/ or you 
get a disability, your spine/ is gonna be needing a backboard/ Yeah I said it before/ but you 
never believe shit unless you read it on blogs/ The meek shall inherit the earth so if you crazy 
as I am, I gotta tell ya that heaven is yours/ Wait a minute, are you following the pace? Rocket 
power big enough to send Apollo into space/ on another voyage/ I'm just walking, see you 
running, boy/ Boogey's incredible/ He's starting to become annoying/ Always getting head/ 



Such a lover boy/ No, not the groin/ When I toss a coin/ Losing is the greatest sin that I must 
avoid/ Imma beat 'em all/ I ain't never ever gonna join/ 
 
No one man should have all that/ I said no one man should have all that/ The lil dude that be 
making giants fall flat/ And If I ever pass imma get the ball back/ 
 
Slam In your face/ I'm Durant in the paint/ If you understand then I get a standing ovation/ 
Flow made Pac and Biggie dance in their graves/ Stevie Wonder stole a glance through his 
shades/ Blind eye witness to a man who was slain/ but every single story told has got a 
triangular shape/ Was dying to be heard till an ambulance came/ Happy to be a man that 
Emmanuel saved/ You only live once/ Tell a pussy cat/ Heartbeat to accapellas boogey raps/ 
Lyrical on mics when he brought back rap for us/ Miracle of Christ when he brought back 
Lazarus/ "You the dude on illegal music 2/ Dude, can we please have an interview with u?" 
That's the cocky me/ And you will not believe/ Industry got more cliques  than photography/ 
Little puppies are barking the loudest/ I ain't buying but I been in the market for hours/ I target 
you cowards/ X marking the spot/ Cock back and the next part is the shot/ (POW! -er) 
 
 
 

TRACK 13: CHAMPION 
 
Yeah, my mama told me from the start/ No competition/ If any, it was over from start/ Stay at 
the top/ I wanna be floating on the charts/ If that ship sails, imma ask Noah for his ark/ I know I 
don't really fit in the party scene/ but I'm hardly seen ever not winning I'm Charlie Sheen/  
 
I'll take the gold, you can keep the silver and bronze/ I'm far ahead of niggas don't know why 
they still wanna run/ Inspirational race/ I swoosh past 'em/ Wanna write deep, you better 
hurry, smoke that kush faster/ Puff good, pass it/ Hours later dudes crashing/ How I stay high is 
something you should ask me/ cos I seen highs and lows/  but I just know/ I'll see d former/ 
right before my eyes will close/ and then I'll die with smile and pose/ for a poster saying he 
said F the rules life imposed/ Bed made from the petals of the finest roses/ but hidden under 
were spikes and broken/ glasses and so you risk hurting your ass/ when u get F'd and it's a 
chick jerking you fast 
 Watchu mean, I knew from the beginning/ Destiny written even if the book could be 
reprinted/ Never lost control or focus/ except that 1 time I got so drunk I threw up in d 
kitchen/ I grew up with a vision of success/ The hard times part time/ Just an intermission, so 
what's next?  
You offended I'm a Champion still? I am being real/ If you agitated, just take a Valium pill/ If 
you can afford the hate then buy as you can/ If you can't, go back to that diazepam/ or die 
as a man/ who Lived as a sore loser/ Back-stabbing but still broke/ You poor Judas/ Poor 
booze/ for who we lost/ Irreplaceable no matter what the jewelry cost/ It'll never shine bright 
as the flame that death quenched/ Hoping that they return/ Waiting on that wet bench/ Time 
to get up and finish the marathon/ Sure you can make it 1st to the finish? An hour's gone/ My 
time has come/ They ain't gettin closer than I am/ You only hear em cos they hittin louder 
drums/  



They say most can't relate to my clever writtens/ Dumb it down and they'll love you, definitely/ 
I want greatness, I want the awards, so F what you say cos If I ever give in/ I'll never win em/ I 
feel like hip hop abandoned a son/ Left on the steps of a church and picked up by the hands 
of a nun/ Came of age and he searched the whole land for his mum/ He knows the ropes so 
he never getting strangled with one/ Survivor/ 1st place or die, I'm surviving/ In the jungle with 
the lions and tigers/ 
 
 

TRACK 12: PICASSO 
 
I only write what I feel/ I hope you feel what I write/ I ain't really conscious of the track being 
killed or alive/ but it happens/ A rapping assassin/ born of the passion/ Was it a gat or a stab 
and/ that's what the coroner's asking/ Ok No more of the bragging/ Simple kid from a humble 
home/ Shock em when he gets up on the throne/ Crown upon his dome, hunger's grown/ 
Opportunity's like a horny family man who picked up a prostitute/ It just comes and goes/ I up 
and go for the prize and I seize it/ My future bright/ Ask Stevie Wonder, be surprised that he 
sees it/ Not as clever as Solomon but I'm wiser than Caesar/ Witness the rise of a phoenix/ out 
of the mind of a genius/ Messiah since the size of a foetus/ but I ain't tryna be Jesus/ I ain't 
ready to give my life for the heathen/ Broken promises/ your dreams get sliced with the 
pieces/ Life is a gamble I can win/ I throw the dice and believe it/ I see the masters turn 
obedient as dogs/ when the up and comers run and turn to media and blogs/ to design 
their destinies and their celebrity life/ while they living la vida loca but integrity dies/ Funny 
how they project/ the money power respect/ Married to the music asking me honey how is 
the sex?/ I'm F'ing with that food for the souls who listen/ Was aiming for the stars but I'm too 
good for the solar system/ so I missed em/ 
 
(Jane Sam): 
I'm a painter of my destiny/ I alone can see the image clearly 
 
 
Yeah I missed em but I hit a better target/ that they said is hardest/ A height of reasoning 
unreachable by the best of artists/ You gotta set your niche apart from d rest and carve it/ Dis 
is what they say but my favorite rappers are effing starving/ Chasing fame and fortune is such 
a compelling route/ But when a nigga be selling out/ they say he selling out/ I tell 'em now/ 
being good enough ain't good enough/ If Niggas be given you thumbs up but never put em 
up/They be feeling you deep down and u know that it's made up/ When u moving they keep 
frowning n posing as haters/ I'm writing this particular verse in bed/ And So if you sleeping on 
me you gon have my words embedded/ In your hippocampus/ I'm painting pictures that 
cud give em answers/ To every question that people left out the pics are asking/ Life is my 
pallet/ I'm Picasso with a bigger canvas/ I be at d top and never fall off like some itching 
dandruff/ 
 
 

TRACK 14: BEAUTIFUL MIND 
 



Stand up and applaud my fight for the throne/ in a globe were everything's ice and it's cold/ I 
can prove it/ Dinos died when it froze/ Wise men giving advice to the bros/ who be heaping 
that cream like ice in a cone/ Man working late when his wife is at home/ Money on his mind, 
dollar sign in the dome/ and the money on his mind got a mind of its own/ and the mind is 
controlled/ Many men will grind for the doe/ from the nine to the five/ too tired like bicycle 
chrome/ Chase cheese cos it ain't never coming to the mice in the hole/ so I'm spitting till they 
know a nigga nice with the flow/ Often I be thinking that I might let it go/ Then I be pushing it till 
I'm frighteningly close/ like a player taking shots that be striking the post/ Five years ago/ I was 
good/ but I wasn't good enough/ I've improved/ MI put the new guy on IM2/ cos he ill and 
he recognised that I am I aM 2/ Wanna hear the bullcrap I been through? No good luck/ I 
had shoes/ Black back pack as I roamed Lagos with my demo but no money to be bribing 
dudes/ 
 
 
One time for my pops and/ Mom and they gon' shine when I cop them/ new cars and a 
house/ Seeing their son cry ain't an option/ So they keep praying day in day out, that their son 
signs on the dotted/ Line/ How they want this?if they want rhymes, imma drop em/ Punchlines 
imma drop em/ but I'm confined to this topic/ Back to the point where I left off/ How they 
never listened and told me to F off/ I'm kinda like a prison bunk so the pun intended, I'm too 
hard to be slept on/ I'm the best one/ and the rest come/ next on/ the list of newcomers who 
getting a response/ (Yes Boss!)I show respect to the Ol' G cats/ but I don't expect em to hold 
me back/ Was so upset when they told me that/ if the doe is set and a homie wack/ he can 
blow in seconds/ It don't mean that/ his flow's impressive/ He's only stacked/ with a lotta doe/ 
I aint rich so I'm passing another road/ Carried a lotta load/ on my shoulder/ heavy boulder/ 
that be cracking my collar bone/ but I know/ that I'm meant for the greatness/ Daniel walking 
into the lion's den. I'm the bravest/ I blacked out when I wrote this/ Absent minded/ my head/ 
went on vacation/ on a lil trip/ to the ink drip/ to the pen to the paper/ then to the playlist/ 
Plus DJ Klem is amazing/ Headphones plugged in/ Enter the matrix/ 
 
 

TRACK 15: TEN TIMES REMOVED 
 
How did this yellow nigga stray from the yellow brick road?/ The course of nature been 
altered and hell will be cold/ God seeing the devil in private and he's selling him souls/ 
Heaven is closed/ till further notice/ Earth is full of worms and roaches/ A burning boat is 
floating on a river of fire/ Holy water falls fail to save my spirit from dying/ cos the water can't 
quench the fire nigga, no such thing as spiritual science/ Feel like a champion that's stripped 
of his triumph/ Lord save him/ He's forsaken/ Ignored, waiting/ for your grace and/ his treated 
like a peasant who's poor taking/ 'em alms, but in foreign places/ they would coronate him/ 
Would he be appreciated there or is it just more vacant? / My dreams gotta start switching 
places with my real life/ If my angry verses can't be heard then tell me why the fuck do I still 
write?/ Why do I kill mics? Tell me Will I/ ever know what stardom feels like? / Can I trust these 
niggas who be saying that they got my back when they holding steel knives? 
 
 



Them guys holding/ 'em knives know that/ I'm bipolar/ and my emotions/ get d best of me, 
cos I told 'em/ Gave lucifer my secrets before he became the devil/ A cold hearted being 
causing shivers like a change of weather/ and became estranged from heaven/ I'm at that 
cross roads/ with a cross bow/ and a Sword so/ I can save about a million lost souls/ My 
thoughts go/ so deep they be digging up raw coal/ but none of y'all buying all the shit that I 
say, my stores closed/ All I made for the day was false hope/ My pockets full of that shit/ 
These brothers full of it/ They say that you the shit/ but if you will fit/ In this music biz,/ know that 
truth is myth/ and vice versa and you'll be rich/ or watch the moon eclipse your sun/ A lunatic 
is born/ when your dinner is remnants of that Tuna fish from lunch/ Got you thinking u should 
prolly join a crew equipped with guns/ But I chose to carry my cross, let it/ be known that 
after the battle is over, the only arms you will have will be prosthetic/ 
 
 

TRACK 16: ART-IFICIAL (SHUTDOWN) 
 

A nigga with a dream/ Bigger than it seems/ Spotlight coming when they hit him with the 
beam/ or giving him a Beamer, Benz or Range/ Get himself cleaned up, spend some change/ 
Chasing the dream but friends complain/ that he never wanna see them/ Lens need change/ 
but they blind to the fact/that he grind to the max/ Where were they when he was getting 
drenched in the rain? Sunrise till night fall/ Bus rides and trekking on the side walks/ They be 
saying that you dope and they like ya/ so you go home hoping that they might call/ but they 
never do/ You ain't commercial/ Talk about your money/ Listeners want lies instead of truth/ 
Better use/ corny ass naija punchlines or it's gonna be a problem selling you/ Life is hard/ Get 
rid of a problem and you meet one that's twice as large/ Life is dark/ The only time shit seem 
bright in the storm's when lightning sparks/ On the bright side, the hustle beginning to have a 
little effect/ I'm considered a threat/ but it don't mean a thing until I'm getting all em binary 
numbers written on checks/ while I sit on a jet/ Private flying to a show/ on a beautiful 
island/driving to my hotel/ I do a private ryan with a hoe/ then I take her private, slide in with 
the pole/ Riddle flow/ like a mistle toe/ all over head like a chick that be finna blow/ If you 
know/ me you know/ It's only a day dream my man/ Hotels that i stay in? Islands? Pfft! I 
shoulda said VI man/ I write shit under the deep sea, dive in/ Treasure chest open and you 
see my ink/ in a heap shining/ Beast left in the dark/ before my mama C-section could start/ 
Growled and he took a deep breath and he charged/ outta the womb and he's tearing 
apart/ everybody that be saying that they sitting on the throne/ Never Gimme what they owe/ 
Never picking up their phones/ Little do they know/ I be sitting with your hoe/ Let her lick it and 
I go/ "Can I stick it in your hole?" Vulgar?/ then I shoulda said vulva/ All good/ imma still beat it 
to a pulp and/ I digress to a line less profane/ Sup Eva, Hi let's role play/ Imma get a zombie 
disguise, yes you're playing/ Snow white who ain't really white, yet so pale/ Wait a second/ 
Can I get some brain/ while I reach for your thighs? breast? ok? 
***what are you even talking about?*** 
it's just sometimes it sucks/ when you try to impress your finest crush/ and a line gets crossed/ 
and the guy gets cussed/ out I hope you enjoyed all the random ranting, banter, slanders, 
handed/ to you but radio might ban them/ Abandon/ a nigga with true talent/ and they cant 
see you when it shoulda been hard to miss u/ If shots that I aimed at my targets missed you/ 
Imma get you next time/ Now I gotta go back to the source, nigga/ ***Art-ificial*** 



 
 

 
Fifth Horseman [Lupe Fiasco's "Super Cold"] 

Written by Boogey 
 

The Arrogance ft Ray-X[Produced by Ray-X] 
Written by Ray-X and Boogey 

 
II Killed Em (Rigor Mortis)[Kendrick Lamar's Riga Mortus] 

Written by Boogey 
 

As We Begin ft Griot & MoFame [produced by Michael Excel, Sample of Asa's 
"Question"] 

Written by Griot, Boogey and MoFame. 
 

JJudge Me ft Damilola [Produced by Tha Suspekt] 
WRITTEN BY BOOGEY 

 
I'm Wack (Produced by Mistah Moe) 

written by Boogey 
 

You & You (Produced by Raz) 
written by Boogey 

 
Listen [Talib Kweli's listen] 

written by Boogey 
 

Aint From Around Here [Rockitpro.com] 
written by Boogey 

 
M2E [The Throne's "Murder To Excellence"] 

Written by Boogey 
 

The Power [Snap's "The Power"] 
written by Boogey 

 
Picassso [Mac Miller's "Best Day Ever"] 

written by Boogey 
 

Champion [Kanye West's "Champion"] 
written by Boogey 

 
Beautiful Mind ft DJ Klem[Produced by DJ Klem] 



written by Boogey and DJ Klem 
 

Ten Times Removed [XV's "Smallville"] 
Written by Boogey 
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